
The most powerful financial planning 
software on the market.

FP SolutionS™



Leverage the most powerful financial 

planning software on the market to 

give your practice – and your clients – 

the means to achieve more. 

Advisors in leading Canadian investment firms, major banks and credit unions, as well as 
hundreds of independent financial planners from coast to coast, are powered by FP Solutions.
They know that no other planning software is more sophisticated or comprehensive. 



You want to provide your clients with 
the best service possible. That’s why 
having the right financial planning 
software is critical – software that’s 
powerful enough to drive an entire 
practice, yet flexible enough to adapt 
to all your business needs. That’s  
FP Solutions. 

 Our integrated modular design lets  
you choose the right product level for 
your firm and clients. Choose from 
Basic, Plus, Advanced and Business 
versions to get more in-depth financial 
planning capabilities. 

Work more effectively
•  Fact Finder tool saves time on data 

entry and integrates seamlessly into  
the clients’ financial plan. 

   This electronic tool can be completed  
by the client and uploaded directly  
to the software. Also a great way for 
advisors to engage clients in the 
planning process. 

•   FP Focus – a quick executive summary 
that distils data down to a compelling 
financial snapshot. 

•   T1 Tax Calculations for the most 
accurate, stable projections.

Advise more thoroughly
•  The most in-depth financial planning 

tool on the market.  

•  Full planning for the business owner 
that provides a complete picture of  
your clients’ financial situation and 
planning needs. 

•  Monte Carlo and Variance testing. 

•  Integrated solve engines quickly 
determine your clients’ ability to meet 
their planned lifestyle using assets 
available within the plan. 

Sell more strategically
•  14 fully integrated planning concepts 

help advisors highlight the need for 
specific financial products and services.

   Can be used as stand-alone reports  
or integrated into the clients’ full 
financial plan.

Demonstrate greater value
•  Tools that demonstrate to your clients 

the financial value of the planning and 
advice your firm has provided.  

•  The highest-quality reports, customized 
with your brand, and personalized for 
your clients for a professional image.

•  Ensures consistent and compliance-
friendly records.

Planning for the  
business owner
FP Solutions is the only software 
with comprehensive planning 
strategies for business owners.  
Be confident you can provide  
your most valued clients with a 
complete and accurate picture  
of their financial situation.

“ This is the only software that I have found that effectively integrates personal and corporate 
planning, which is crucial for most professionals and business owners.
— Bruce C.   |   Carbert Financial Services Inc. ”

From single-needs analysis to full personal and 

corporate planning, FP Solutions has the right 

planning to power your practice.
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Basic

RETIREMENT PLANNING  
AND SALES CONCEPTS 

For the practice focused on 
investment and lifestyle 
needs. Makes it easy for you 
to give your clients a clear 
and compelling picture of 
their financial situation. 
  

Includes these planning 
features:  
•  Full investment planning  
•  Full retirement planning  
•  Education savings  
•  Lifestyle needs  
•  Sales concepts  
•  Investment deposit/

withdrawal solve tools  
•  Loan and debt amortization  
•  Personal use real estate  

and assets  
•  Monte Carlo simulations 

Plus

TAX STRATEGIES AND 
INSURANCE ANALYSIS 

Includes additional modules 
to give you more in-depth 
financial planning capability, 
including sophisticated tax 
strategies and comprehensive 
insurance needs analysis.  
 

Includes the Basic module 
plus these planning features:  
• Insurance needs analysis
•  Disability capital needs  

(DI, CI, LTC)
•  Survivor capital needs  

(life insurance)
• Commercial real estate
•  Estate capital needs  

(tax and liquidity)

Advanced

CASH FLOW AND NET  
WORTH PROJECTIONS 

Analyze your clients’ entire 
financial situation, no matter 
how complex it may be. 
Powerful administrative 
tools guide you through the 
planning process so you can 
prepare plans faster. 

Includes the Basic and Plus 
modules as well as these 
additional planning features: 
•  Detailed income 

projections 
• Planning Assistant 
•  Advanced net worth cash 

flow projections 
•  Common planning 

strategies 
•  Change in financial position 

to show the value of your 
advice

Business

FULL PERSONAL AND 
CORPORATE PLANNING 

The most in-depth, all-
inclusive financial planning 
software on the market 
today. Everything you need 
to advise your most 
sophisticated clients.  
 

Includes all modules plus 
corporate planning features  
such as:  
•  Estate freezes and family 

trusts 
•  Shareholder loans and 

share redemption planning 
•  Holding and operating 

companies 
•  Corporate-owned life 

insurance 
•  Corporate-owned 

investment portfolios and 
real estate 

•  And much more 

FP Solutions offers four levels of planning sophistication to meet the needs of any practice. Each level builds  
on the previous one to give you access to more in-depth planning tools. 

You’ll appreciate how quickly and easily this modular software lets you build the right plan for every client – from  
the simplest retirement model to the most complex financial plan for business owners.

Build your solution to build your 

practice. FP Solutions provides more 

flexibility than any other financial 

planning software available.

4“ The ability to provide detailed cash flow and income security illustrations for our client base is a 
phenomenal benefit.
— Perry P.   |   Pelligrini LeBlanc”

“
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Get started
Our self-study tutorials and recordings entitled “Create a Retirement Plan with  
FP Solutions” is requisite training for all new subscribers. It leads you through the  
process of creating, analyzing and printing a simple retirement plan. 

Go deeper

We offer free recorded sessions that cover product navigation and functionality.  
These resources are available on our website and can be accessed at any time.  
Visit cch.ca/FP_Resources for more information.

FP Solutions is backed by the best training  

and technical support in the industry.

training
FP Solutions training includes online
and recorded webinars and self-study 
guides. Training programs can be fully 
customized to your firm’s needs.

technical support
Our experienced technical support 
team is on hand to help ensure you’re 
using the FP Solutions software 
successfully, whether it means 
answering a simple question about 
installation, or guiding you through a 
client-specific financial planning 
challenge.

5“ We learned lots, and I wished we’d had time for a two-day session instead of a one-day session…. 
I believe it’s the most powerful financial planning tool available in Canada.

— Tim F.    |    Doherty & Bryant Wealth Advisors Inc. ”

The Wolters Kluwer Training Centre has been created to assist you in 
getting up to speed on FP Solutions as quickly and completely as possible. 
Power up online, or in person.

Wolters Kluwer FP Solutions training team is the best in the 
business – led by Certified Financial Planners who understand 
your professional needs and speak your language.



Make it personal
We put a high priority on customization – a philosophy that extends to how we 
deliver training and support. We’re always on hand to provide the answers that 
get to the heart of what really matters to advisors and their clients. 

Personalized Training Sessions  
Available online or in-house, these private, organized training sessions can be 
booked through our training centre. You can choose a case study-based format or 
arrange for a one-on-one Q&A session with one of our CFP-designated trainers 
that covers the exact material you need. 

Technical support. There when you need it.
At any time, you can call on our support team to get  
help with specific planning questions regarding  
one of your client cases. 

FP Solutions is supported by a two-tiered  
technical support team. 

1.  Live agents are available to assist with basic 
program set-up and navigation.   

2.  When your advisors need expert financial  
planning answers, they can work through  
specific planning scenarios with our CFP- 
designated agents.

“ The FP Solutions team is very proactive – they incorporated the TFSA account into their software 
before these accounts were even available – the competition is always scrambling to catch up.
— James C.   |   TD Asset Management ”
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Visit training.cch.ca or call  
1 800 268 4522 to learn more 
about our industry-leading 
training options.
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Easily gather information to develop a plan
You’ll find FP Solutions simple to navigate, with tools to guide you 
through gathering information and creating a financial plan. Use one 
of our pre-designed plans to simplify the process. Or create fully 
customized plans, ranging from the most basic retirement plan to the 
very complex, such as strategies for business owners – using only the 
modules you need.

Fully customize your reports
Reports can be customized in two ways. Global customization lets you 
create documents for your firm that contain the specific modules you 
typically want to include in client reports as well as legal disclaimers 
and other standard text. You can add a masthead, import your logo, 
and change the colours in charts and tables to your brand colours for 
a professional image. 

You can then create truly personalized reports for clients using the 
firm’s customized document as a template. Import additional charts 
and tables, highlight important changes, add personal notes for your 
client and even import a meaningful photograph. 

Show clients all their options
Take clients with complex financial planning needs through a variety 
of scenarios to show them the impact of virtually any planning 
strategy. FP Solutions’ sophisticated modelling environment allows  
for in-depth tax calculations and extensive exploration of their 
planning options.

You’re always in control with FP Solutions. No other 

software offers the same degree of usability, flexibility 

and customization.

7“ By far the most sophisticated and comprehensive financial planning software I’ve seen.  
The accountants with whom I collaborate on client accounts love the actual tax rates  
used in projections and the accuracy of the tax details.
— Terry M.   |   Dundee Securities ”



FP Solutions: the software for every planning need.

 FP Solutions Software Features Basic Plus Advanced Business  
 Annual Review tool  
 Solve for deposit, withdrawal and amount  
 Data entry wizards 
 Common planning strategies  
 Ability to create custom documents/reports  
 Fact Finder tool and client snapshot  
 Planning concepts (leverage, estate protection, etc.)  
 Monte Carlo simulations  
 Spreadsheet view  
 Planning Assistant  

 Planning Modules 
 FP Focus – executive summary  
 Investment profile, KYC  
 Lifestyle needs  
 Sources of income  
 Non-registered investments  
 Tax-Free Savings Account  
 Education savings  
 Trust investments  
 Registered investments  
 Defined contribution pensions  
 Defined benefit pensions  
 Annuities 
 Personal use real estate, cottage  
 Other assets 
 Other loans  
 Other debts  
 Life insurance  
 Retirement capital needs (saving and investing)  
 Commercial real estate  
 Stock options  
 Survivor capital needs (life insurance)  
 Estate capital needs (tax and liquidity)  
 Disability capital needs (DI, CI, LTC)  
 Advanced income projections  
 Advanced cash flow projections 
 Advanced net worth projections 
 Change in financial position, value of advice  
 Corporate planning:  
 — Estate freezes and family trusts  
 — Crystallize capital gains 
 — Share redemption planning 
 — CDA & RDTOH calculations 
 — Holding companies 
 — Operating companies 
 — Corporate-owned life insurance 
 — Corporate-owned investment portfolio 
 — Corporate-owned real estate 



9“ Do whatever you can to get the training that is available… It is an investment in your 
future. It’s not only mandatory; it’s critical.
— John A.   |   Armstrong and Quaile Associates Inc. ”

Ready to start using FP Solutions like a pro? 

Book your personalized training today.

Wolters Kluwer offers two types of personalized training – on-site at a 
location convenient to you or online.  All training sessions are developed 
with your specific requirements in mind to help you learn how to best use 
FP Solutions to meet your clients’ needs. 

Here are a few examples of what you could learn during your custom training session:

• How to take advantage of the 15 built-in planning concepts available in all levels  
 of the software

• Develop custom documentation to personalize the plans you present to your clients 

• Learn how to model various pension income scenarios in retirement 

Custom on-Site training
Offered as half-day or full-day sessions, custom on-site training  
can be arranged for a single individual or for a group. Our expert,  
CFP-designated trainers will discuss your training requirements in 
advance and deliver the agenda you expect.

online training
Available in one-hour increments to fit your busy schedule, these 
sessions will be fully customized to your needs. In advance of your 
scheduled training, a trainer will meet with you to understand your 
requirements. 

Our expert CFP-designated trainers are available to help you learn 
how to get the most out of FP Solutions. Call today to learn more 
about booking an industry-leading on-site or online training session.  
Phone: 1 800 268 4522  
Email: FP_solutions@wolterskluwer.com



M634-1-15-WebFP Solutions is a trademark owned by Wolters Kluwer Limited.

Wolters Kluwer Limited 
300-90 Sheppard Avenue East 
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6X1

1 800 268 4522
cch.ca/financial

Download your free FP Solutions demo at cch.ca/FPdemo.
Contact us at 1 800 268 4522 for more information. 


